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Employment Relations Authority: Five Cases  

Employer failed to investigate before dismissing employee 

Ms Li had worked as a Sales Assistant for Kiwi Plaza (2014) Limited (Kiwi Plaza) until 
she was dismissed on 12 November 2017 for allegedly stealing hand cream. Ms Li 
claimed that she was unjustifiably dismissed and strongly denied the allegation of 
theft. Kiwi Plaza had maintained that it acted as a fair and reasonable employer and 
that Ms Li was not entitled to any remedies. 

Ms Li had previously worked in the Kiwi Plaza Auckland city store. During this time, 
A-Feng (a Salesclerk of Kiwi Plaza) claimed to have seen Ms Li take a yellow tube 
into the kitchen area and return with nothing in her hands. A-Feng then went into 
the kitchen and saw that the yellow tube was inside Ms Li’s lunchbox. A-Feng told 
A-Ping (a Salesclerk of Kiwi Plaza) what she had seen and together they went to the 
kitchen. The lid of Ms Li’s lunchbox was open and they saw inside a yellow tube of 
Alpine Silk Manuka Honey hand cream. 

A-Ping then texted Ms Li about the product in her lunchbox and asked her to put it 
back. Ms Li replied that it was given to her by the previous Store Manager. A-Ping 
texted back to mention that regardless of which company’s property it was, it 
could not be taken as a personal possession. Minutes later A-Feng and A-Ping, saw 
Ms Li go into the kitchen area and come out holding the tube. Ms Li said that it was 
an expired product and threw the tube into a rubbish bin. 

On 11 November 2017, A-Feng and A-Ping communicated Ms Li’s alleged theft to 
other employees within the business. As a result, Mr Liu (Owner and Operator) was 
informed the following day. Mr Liu confronted Ms Li the following day at work and 
she explained that she had thrown the tube out and that the cream was expired.  

Ms Li went through rubbish bags and found a very dirty tube of hand cream which 
she claimed was the one she had thrown away. Mr Liu went to wash the tube and 
said it had not expired yet. He had also said that the protective foil was still partially 
attached to the nozzle of the tube. Mr Liu believed it was a new tube and demanded 
an explanation. Ms Li did not answer.  

Ms Li claimed that Mr Liu did not give her time for an explanation and that she was 
crying at the time. Ms Li acknowledged that she did not mention the former Store 
Manager’s name, or that she had been given the tube. Ms Li claimed she told Mr Liu 
at one point that she did not steal anything and that she thought the cream had 
expired. Mr Liu did not believe her, he told Ms Li that she stole the product and she 
was dismissed.  
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Ms Li said that the store had over 100 tester products and that the Manager had discretion over what to do with 
them. The Employment Relations Authority (the Authority) deemed this as a possibility, as testers were regularly 
supplied free by the suppliers.  

The Authority concluded that Kiwi Plaza had not acted as a fair and reasonable employer, and that Ms Li was 
unjustifiably dismissed. Mr Liu did not run a thorough process to investigate the matter. Ms Li was also not given an 
opportunity to think about the allegation and respond.  

The Authority in their determination also considered whether Ms Li’s actions had contributed to the situation, as 
she had not informed her Manager appropriately with regards to putting the tube in her lunch box. They assessed 
that she had contributed 40 per cent to the problem and made a deduction to her compensation. Kiwi Plaza was 
ordered to pay $5,700 in lost wages and $9,000 as compensation.  

Li v Kiwi Plaza (2014) Limited [[2020] NZERA 541; 24/12/2020; N Craig] 

 

Dual payment system intentionally created to underpay wages of migrant employees  

Nekita Enterprises Limited (Nekita Enterprises) is owned by Mr Singh and Mrs Singh. Nekita Enterprises was 
established in 2002 and since that time has owned and operated various bottle stores, growing its business and 
holdings to franchise agreements for 10 stores with Super Liquor Holdings (Super Liquor) in 2020.  

In 2019 a former employee contacted a Labour Inspector and alleged that Nekita Enterprises paid its employees 
less than the minimum wage and that it failed to keep accurate employment records. The Labour Inspector 
responded to this complaint by conducting a full investigation, which Nekita Enterprises participated in. In 
November 2019, the Labour Inspector issued a report of its findings from the investigation. The report concluded 
that Nekita Enterprises operated a dual payment system where only part of the hours worked by employees were 
recorded and paid for through the payroll system and the additional hours were paid in cash at a reduced rate. The 
effect of this was that employees were not paid minimum wage for some of the hours they worked. The dual 
payment system was replaced with a cashback scheme in which Nekita Enterprises would pay employees at the 
correct rate for all hours worked through its payroll system, but would demand repayment of some of the wages 
paid.  

The cashback scheme was alleged to be a premium for employment, contrary to section 12A of the Wages 
Protection Act 1983. The report also concluded that Nekita Enterprises failed to keep accurate wage and time 
records. The operation of the dual payment system and Nekita Enterprises’s failure to keep accurate records meant 
it was likely that employees had not been correctly paid for holidays. The last recommendation of the report was 
that penalties should be applied to Nekita Enterprises and Mr Singh and Mrs Singh as persons involved in the 
breaches.  

Nekita Enterprises accepted the alleged failure to pay employees minimum wage entitlements as claimed by the 
Labour inspector. Nekita Enterprises also accepted the alleged failure to pay holiday pay on those wage arrears. 
However, Nekita Enterprises denied the allegation that it sought premiums from three employees. 

 Four ex-employees of Nekita Enterprises provided information and made statements to the Labour Inspector as 
part of the Inspectorates investigation. Those four employees also gave evidence in the Employment Relations 
Authority (the Authority) investigation. The Authority held that the evidence provided on the cashback scheme did 
not support the allegation that Nekita Enterprises charged employees a premium due to the lack of detail, proof and 
the vagueness and evasiveness of the witness’ evidence.  

The Authority held that all the breaches were intentional and were designed to minimise the gross amounts paid to 
employees and limit the amount of holiday pay paid. The employees of Nekita Enterprises were migrant employees 
on work visas. They were vulnerable employees, with little knowledge of their employment rights and reliant on 
Nekita Enterprises not just for their jobs and income, but their right to reside in New Zealand. As a result, Nekita 
Enterprises was required to pay a penalty of $90,000 to the Labour Inspectorate.  

Mr Singh and Mrs Singh were also assessed for their contribution as persons involved in the breaches. The Authority 
held Mrs Singh was not a person involved in the breach. While she admitted she was, the Authority found no 
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evidence that she played any part in, or had any input in the dual payment or cash back system. Mr Singh however, 
was found to have been a person involved. He knew of the dual payment system being a Director and Shareholder of 
Nekita Enterprises. Furthermore, he only discontinued the practice when brought to his attention by the Labour 
Inspector.  

The Authority ordered Mr Singh to pay a penalty of $35,000 to the Labour Inspector and Nekita Enterprises Limited 
was ordered to pay the Labour Inspector for transfer to a Crown Bank account penalties in the sum of $90,000.00. 

A Labour Inspector v Nekita Enterprises Limited [[2020] NZERA 509; 08/12/2020; P Van Keulen] 

 

Consultation during restructure process held to be a charade 

The three applicants (the applicants) worked as Teachers at Southland Boys High School (Southland Boys) and 
during the course of their teaching careers they were each promoted to Assistant Principals at Southland Boys 
which led them to be a part of the Senior Leadership Team.  

In 2015 the Deputy Principal resigned, and the Board at Southland Boys decided not to replace that position, rather 
it looked to use the Assistant Principals in an extended capacity to fill the Deputy Principal function. In May 2018, the 
Board put forward a proposal to restructure the Senior Leadership Team with proposed all three Assistant Principal 
positions to be disestablished.   

The applicants believed it was a sham to remove individuals from their roles at Southland Boys and identified several 
complaints they had about the way Mr Coe, the Rector, and the Board dealt with them in their day-to-day work and 
in the course of consultation for the restructure. From the applicants’ perspective they did not have good working 
relationships with the Mr Coe, as he did not engage with them as frequently or as appropriately as they expected. 

Mr Coe believed Southland Boys management functions would benefit from a hierarchical structure rather than a 
flat structure. Mr Coe also believed some of the current management functions of the Assistant Principals were 
better consolidated into the one Associate Rector function and other aspects of the Assistant Principal positions 
could be dealt with by a Head of Faculty and a Dean.  

The evidence showed Southland Boys had some financial concerns in 2017 when Mr Coe commenced as Rector, and 
the financial savings were an aspect of the restructuring he proposed. The Employment Relations Authority (the 
Authority) concluded that even though the importance of the financial savings diminished as the process continued, 
this did not suggest the restructure was not genuine. The Board decided the proposed roles were not new positions 
but promotions and teaching opportunities for current staff. The opportunities were offered and taken up by 
existing staff and not the applicants. Although the consultation undertaken was problematic, the Authority was 
satisfied the reasons for the restructure was genuine.  

Stormont v Peddle Thorp Aitken Limited states the key requirements in relation to consultation. Consultation 
involves the statement of a proposal not yet finally decided on, listening to what others have to say, considering 
their responses, and then deciding what will be done.  

On 13 June 2018 the applicants provided their initial responses to the Frist Consultation Document and the 
Proposed Restructure. The applicants with their respective legal advisers met Mr Coe and Mr Rabbitt, the Board 
Chair, to discuss the Proposed Restructure and the applicants’ feedback. The applicants did not receive copies of 
the submissions made by other staff. On 30 August 2018, the Board held a meeting in which it considered the 
submissions and decided to proceed with the Proposed Restructure.  

On 3 September 2018 the applicants were advised by email that the Board had decided to proceed with the 
Proposed Restructure and that their Associate Principal positions were being disestablished, effective 28 January 
2019.  

The Authority found the Board failed to provide the necessary information on the Proposed Restructuring so that 
the applicants could understand these issues and respond to them. This included failing to answer the questions 
raised by the applicants. It meant the applicants could not properly engage in consultation and rendered what 
efforts they did make, almost pointless. The Authority found the Board failed to give the applicants time to respond 
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and failed to provide the applicants with submissions and feedback from other staff on the Second Consultation 
document as well as not allowing them to apply for the new roles.  

The Authority held that the Board did not have an open mind and that the consultation was a charade. A fair 
consultation process would have enabled the applicants to engage properly and provide full feedback, which would 
have likely been beneficial to Southland Boys as they had 80 years of teaching experience between them and 31 
years of management experience. The various failures led the Authority to find that the consultation process was 
not fair and therefore not justified. All three dismissals were unjustified both procedurally and substantively.  

The Authority was satisfied that the Board was to pay each applicant compensation of $28,000, $25,679.42 gross 
for lost income and interest on that of $1,165.76, as well as holiday pay for the three months lost income.  The Board 
was also ordered to pay each applicant KiwiSaver contribution on top of the lost income. Costs were reserved.   

Jackson  v The Board of Trustees of Southland Boys High School [[2020] NZERA 527; 18/12/2020; P Van Keulen]  

 

Altercation at Christmas function led to an unjustified disadvantage and constructive dismissal claim 

Mr Collins was employed by Parks Garage Limited (Parks Garage) from 4 January 2017 until his employment ended 
by resignation on 4 June 2019. Mr Collins claimed he was disadvantaged by way of a warning letter issued to him on 
22 January 2019 for his involvement in an incident during a December 2018 staff Christmas function. Mr Collins also 
claimed that he was constructively dismissed. The latter claim was on the assumption that his employer had failed 
to assure him of being able to return from long term sick leave to a safe working environment. This was due to Parks 
Garage allegedly having failed to properly deal with a claim that Mr Collins made that he was physically assaulted by a 
co-worker during the Christmas function. 

Parks Garage claimed that Mr Collins’ claim that he was assaulted was properly investigated, which resulted in the 
claim not being established and Mr Collins was found to have significantly contributed to the situation for which he 
and two colleagues received warnings. Parks Garage also claimed that they took several proactive measures to 
address negative workplace culture issues identified by an independent investigator and then took sufficient 
practical steps to ensure Mr Collins could return to a safe working environment however, Mr Collins chose to resign. 

On 15 December 2018, Parks Garage had a Christmas function. At that time, Mr Collins was on ACC from a 
significant ‘non-work’ related accident that occurred on 17 November 2018. Mr Collins attended the Christmas 
function with his partner, Jacqui, with one arm in a sling and the other bandaged and both sore from recent 
treatment. The function was held in the workplace from early afternoon to late evening and witnesses agreed that 
alcohol and food was freely available.  

Shortly after arriving at the Christmas function, Mr Collins approached Steve, a co-worker who was in a long-
running and bitter dispute that had caused difficulty within the workplace. There was dispute around what happened 
thereafter. Mr Collins claimed that he had a verbal altercation when Steve met his greeting with an obscenity. Then 
allegedly another co-worker hit Mr Collins in the throat area. Steve then allegedly said, “leave him he’s mine, I will get 
him later”. 

Mr Collins left the function and raised the alleged assault with one of his direct reports, David, who then handed it off 
to Stuart, someone responsible for the day to day running of the business. Mr Collins recalled being interviewed 
about the incident on 20 December 2018 and heard nothing further until a meeting on 22 January 2019 where he 
was presented with a written warning dated 15 January 2019. 

Mr Collins raised concerns to the Employment Relations Authority (the Authority) that there were no details for 
reference for the investigation and the interview notes were not provided to Glen at the time of the interview to 
ascertain their accuracy. Furthermore, the interview notes did not record any questions put to the interviewees, 
Jacqui was not interviewed despite her comments being relied upon at the disciplinary meeting to support the 
validity of the written warning and Mr Collins wasn’t invited to the disciplinary meeting. 

The Authority objectively found that a minor assault took place but that the language used was in the ‘heat of the 
moment’ with no credible evidence of an ongoing threat. The Authority noted that Parks Garage’s lack of 
acknowledgement of the assault blinded Mr Collins to his own contribution to the situation, that he too was reactive 
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and verbally abusive. The Authority found significant procedural defects in the process leading up to the warning, 
but that Parks Garage’s lack of adherence to a fair process was largely caused by inexperience coupled with trying to 
do things differently. The Authority also noted that Parks Garage was dealing with a tough situation regarding co-
worker conflict and bringing in an outside dispute into the workplace during the Christmas function in an 
environment of largely uncontrolled alcohol consumption. 

The Authority found that Mr Collins was unjustifiably disadvantaged with the warning letter. Following the receival 
of the letter, Mr Collins raised his concerns to Parks Garage. Parks Garage got the independent investigator to 
respond instead of the company, which did not include notes from the interviews or the final investigation report.  

The Authority did not find that the warning letter and following response was sufficient to amount to a constructive 
dismissal. The Authority held that Parks Garage did not breach their obligation to provide Mr Collins a safe work 
environment and took reasonable steps to ensure Mr Collins concerns were addressed. Parks Garage also 
reassured Mr Collins that he could return to work when he was fit to return, it held his position open for seven 
months without initiating moves to propose his lack of capacity to undertake his role. Both parties were actively in 
communication about Mr Collins return to a safe workplace, the Authority did not find it reasonably foreseeable to 
Parks Garage for Mr Collins to resign. Furthermore, Parks Garage were not capable of being considered to have 
breached duties to sufficiently establish a constructive dismissal claim. 

The Authority found that Mr Collins was unjustifiably disadvantaged regarding the warning however, his claim for 
constructive dismissal failed. Parks Garage was ordered to pay Mr Collins $7,200 for compensation. The parties 
were encouraged to make an agreement to costs between themselves. 

Collins v Parks Garage Limited [[2021] NZERA 29; 26/01/2021; D Beck] 

 

Penalties awarded for breach of minimum entitlements  

A Labour Inspector applied to the Employment Relations Authority (the Authority) for findings that Janson Trading 
Limited (Janson Trading) had breached minimum employment standards for two employees. The Labour Inspector 
claimed that Mr Singh, Director of Janson Trading, was a person involved in those breaches. The Labour Inspector 
sought orders for penalties against Janson Trading and Mr Singh for eight breaches. These included breaches under 
the Employment Relations Act 2000 (the Employment Relations Act), the Holidays Act 2003 (the Holidays Act), one 
the Wages Protection Act 1983 (the Wages Protection Act) and the Minimum Wage Act 1983 (the Minimum Wage 
Act).  

Janson Trading operates a business providing accounting services. The first employee was affected by a breach of 
section 64 of the Employment Relations Act by failing to keep a copy of the employee’s employment agreement. 
The other breaches related to the treatment of the second employee, a Chinese national employed on a work visa 
and living in accommodation Mr Singh had arranged with a client of his business. The second employee moved to 
Thames for the role and was employed from 27 February 2017 to 15 January 2019. Mr Singh paid $200 a week 
directly to the second employee’s landlord for her rent. The remainder of her wages was direct credited to her bank 
account each week with the amounts paid varying between $100 and $346.  

Along with office duties, the second employee was asked by Mr Singh to give him massages. She noted down dates 
of which she provided massages to Mr Singh. Her record of hours appeared to show 12 such occasions over a four 
week period soon after she began her employment. In his statement to the Labour Inspector, Mr Singh denied he 
had made any such request.  

 Janson Trading’s failed to provide the first employee with an employment agreement and failed to give the second 
employee their minimum entitlements with Mr Singh playing a role in those failures. The Authority held that this was 
a misuse of power and did not meet obligations of good faith behaviour.  

Evidence submitted by the Labour Inspector showed what Mr Singh had done in the course of the employment 
relationship indicated those breaches were deliberate. In a statement made to the Labour Inspector, Mr Singh said 
he deliberately paid the second employee 20 hours a week rather than the 30 hours for which she was employed as 
he was not happy with her performance. Mr Singh had not provided the first employee with an employment 
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agreement on the commencement of her employment although he knew of the requirement to do so and he had 
provided such agreements to other employees. Mr Singh arranged payment of arrears due to the second worker 
only after the Labour Inspector’s investigation had quantified the amounts due to her. There was also no evidence 
of remorse expressed on behalf of Janson Trading, or Mr Singh for the breaches or their effects.  

The Labour Inspector sought penalties sufficient to show Janson Trading and employers generally that minimum 
employment standards must be always met, not only when financially convenient to the employer or when under 
the scrutiny from a Labour Inspector. The Authority then determined whether penalties were warranted in this 
situation. The Authority held that the awards of penalties should be broadly consistent while allowing for the 
variation, in the particular circumstances of each case in the number, nature, duration and impact of breaches. 
There was no evidence that Jenson Trading and Mr Singh were not able to pay penalties in this case.  

A penalty totaling $33,000 for both Janson Trading and Mr Singh was held to be sufficient to deter acting the same 
way again in the future and to generally deter other employers who might otherwise risk breaching employment 
standards. The penalties were held to be proportionate to the severity of the breaches, the harm or loss caused and 
the prospects of recovery and provided a substantial deterrent to employers who might consider of risk breaches of 
employment standards.  

For the identified breaches of employment standards, the Authority ordered Janson Trading to pay a penalty of 
$20,000 to the Labour Inspector and Mr Singh as a person involved was ordered to pay $13,000 to the Labour 
Inspector.  

A Labour Inspector v Janson Trading Limited t/a SBA Thames [[2021] NZERA 5; 11/01/2021; R Arthur]  

 

For further information about the issues raised in this week’s cases, please refer to the following resources:   

Good Faith 

Employment Relations Act 

Restructuring and Redundancy  

Discipline  

Deductions (Wages Protection) 

 

Employer News 

Improvements to the Holidays Act on the way 

The Government has accepted all of the Holidays Act Taskforce’s recommended changes, which will provide 
certainty to employers and help employees receive their leave entitlements, Workplace Relations and Safety 
Minister Michael Wood announced today. 

Michael Wood said the Government established the Holidays Act Taskforce to help address challenges with the 
Holidays Act after a joint request from Business NZ and the Council of Trade Unions. 

“The Holidays Act 2003 encourages a healthy work-life balance by setting out minimum holiday and leave 
entitlements for employees. However, employers have found the legislative requirements hard to administer, which 
has meant costly fixes and employees missing out on their entitlements. 

“The changes put forward by the Holidays Act Taskforce will make it easier to calculate entitlements and pay, giving 
employees and employers certainty and transparency. Business and union representatives reached consensus on 
these changes and we are delivering on our election commitment to implement them. 

https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=GF-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=ERA2000-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=RAR-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=DE-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
https://www.ema.co.nz/ResourceDetail?iProductCode=DWP-AZ&Category=A%20-%20Z%20GUIDE
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“I would like to thank the members of the Taskforce and Chair Gordon Anderson for their work. Their 
recommendations include: 
 

• Entitling eligible employees to bereavement leave and family violence leave from their first day of 
employment. 

• Giving eligible employees one day’s sick leave from their first day of employment, with an additional day 
given per month until the minimum entitlement is reached. 

• Extending bereavement leave to include more family members, including cultural family groups and more 
modern family structures.   

• Removing the current parental leave ‘override’ to address discrimination against parents who take time off  
to care for their young children. Removing this provision will mean that employees returning to work 
following parental leave will be paid at their full rate for annual holidays. 

• Requiring payslips, so employees know what their used and remaining leave entitlements are, and how 
these were calculated. 

“I also want to especially acknowledge the CTU and BusinessNZ. This has been another example of the value in 
taking a balanced approach and working with both unions and business in a tripartite way. 

“Officials have begun further detailed policy design work on these changes and will involve a range of payroll experts 
to make sure we get it right. I expect to introduce legislation in early 2022 and give businesses plenty of time to 
prepare for the changes,” Michael Wood said. 

 New Zealand Government [23 February 2021] 

 

Immigration New Zealand adapts to changing immigration demands 

With border restrictions remaining in place for almost 12 months, incoming visa volumes from people who are 
offshore have decreased significantly across a number of visa categories, including visitor and student visa 
applications which are primarily processed offshore. 

The reduction in visa volumes, combined with new technology capabilities, has provided Immigration New Zealand 
(INZ) with the opportunity to futureproof and change the way we work. 

Deputy Head of INZ Catriona Robinson says that INZ has a responsibility to adapt to the changing environment and 
ensure we are contributing to New Zealand’s COVID-19 economic recovery. 

“As a result, INZ has made the difficult decision to close our offices in Mumbai, Manila and Pretoria by March 2021 
and bring more visa processing onshore,” Catriona Robinson says. 

“This is not a decision that we have made lightly. Our staff in these offices have made a significant contribution to 
INZ and New Zealand. 

“However, these offices have been closed since March 2020 and with no certainty about when visa volumes may 
return to normal, INZ has had to make some tough decisions. 

“In addition, INZ is also planning to withdraw visa processing from our Beijing office, while strengthening our risk and 
verification presence. 

“The Beijing office reopened in September 2020 and is currently processing visa applications for individuals who are 
already in New Zealand. The timing of withdrawal of visa processing from Beijing will depend on a number of factors 
including visa volumes and changes to New Zealand’s border restrictions. INZ will continue to monitor this over the 
next six months,” Catriona Robinson says. 

The office closures will affect 329 staff, who are locally employed in each city. 

Catriona Robinson says she is confident that INZ is well placed to increase our onshore processing capacity. 

https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/improvements-holidays-act-way
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“The roll out of new technology functions aims to improve efficiency and resilience throughout INZ, which will help 
to us to better manage peaks and troughs in visa volumes while giving users of the immigration system a better 
customer experience,” Catriona Robinson says. 

  Immgration New Zealand  [23 February 2021] 

 

Effects of COVID-19 on trade: At 17 February 2021 (provisional) 

Effects of COVID-19 on trade is a weekly update on New Zealand’s daily goods trade with the world. Comparing the 
values with previous years shows the potential impacts of COVID-19. 

The data is provisional and should be regarded as an early, indicative estimate of intentions to trade only, subject to 
revision. 

We advise caution in making decisions based on this data. 

To read further, please click the link below. 

 Statistics New Zealand  [24 February 2021]  

 

Employment indicators: Weekly as at 22 February 2021 

The experimental weekly series provides an early indicator of employment and labour market changes in a more a 
timely manner than the monthly employment indicators series. 

The weekly employment indicators use the timelier and more detailed payday filing that has been available from 
Inland Revenue since April 2019. Our experimental series includes number of paid jobs and earnings for three time-
lag series that have different coverage of jobs depending on their pay period. The 6-day series includes jobs with a 
pay period equal to or less than 7 days, while the 20-day series covers jobs with pay periods of 14 days or fewer. The 
34-day series includes all jobs regardless of their pay period. 

Due to the nature of the administrative data that these indicators draw from, the accuracy of the data improves the 
further out from the reference week it relates to. These counts are published as they are, and no work has been 
done to adjust for seasonality or data flow issues. We advise strong caution in making decisions based on this data. 

 Statistics New Zealand  [25 February 2021] 

 

Legislation 
 

Note: Bills go through several stages before becoming an Act of Parliament: Introduction; First reading; Referral 
to select committee; Select committee report, Consideration of report; Committee stage; Second reading; 
Third reading; and Royal assent. 

Bills open for submissions: 7 Bills 

7 Bills are currently open for public submissions to select committees.  

https://www.immigration.govt.nz/about-us/media-centre/media-releases/immigration-new-zealand-adapts-to-changing-immigration-demands
https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/effects-of-covid-19-on-trade-at-17-february-2021-provisional
https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/employment-indicators-weekly-as-at-22-february-2021
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Family Court (Supporting Children in Court) Legislation Bill (28 February 2021) 

Water Services Bill (2 March 2021)  

International treaty examination of the Protocol to Upgrade the Free Trade Agreement between New Zealand and the 
People’s Republic of China (3 March 2021) 

Budget Policy Statement 2021 (15 March 2021) 

Films, Videos, and Publications Classification (Urgent Interim Classification of Publications and Prevention of Online Harm) 
Amendment Bill (1 April 2021) 

Inquiry into the 2020 General Election and Referendums (6 April 2021) 

Land Transport (Drug Driving) Amendment Bill (16 April 2021) 

 

Overviews of bills - and advice on how to make a select committee submission - available at:   

https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/  

The Employer Bulletin is a weekly update on employment relations news and recently published legal decisions. It is 
EMA’s policy to summarise cases that contain legal issues relevant to employers. The purpose of the Employer 
Bulletin is to provide and to promote best practice in employment relations. If you would like to provide feedback 
about the Employer Bulletin, contact advice@ema.co.nz 

https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCJU_SCF_BILL_99892/family-court-supporting-children-in-court-legislation
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCHE_SCF_BILL_99655/water-services-bill
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCFD_SCF_ITE_108121/international-treaty-examination-of-the-protocol-to-upgrade
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCFD_SCF_ITE_108121/international-treaty-examination-of-the-protocol-to-upgrade
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCFE_SCF_FINS_105886/budget-policy-statement-2021
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCGA_SCF_BILL_97940/films-videos-and-publications-classification-urgent
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCGA_SCF_BILL_97940/films-videos-and-publications-classification-urgent
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCJU_SCF_INQ_104172/inquiry-into-the-2020-general-election-and-referendums
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/document/53SCTI_SCF_BILL_99686/land-transport-drug-driving-amendment-bill
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/
mailto:advice@ema.co.nz


Advisory Services

Take advantage of these 
services and more with your 
membership. Free call  our 
team on 0800 300 362

Health & Safety Consultants

Employment Relations & Human 
Resources Consultants

Legal Team

AdviceLine

Matthew Dearing 
Managing Solicitor  
+64 27 284 4042 

matthew.dearing@ema.co.nz

Kent Duffy 
Solicitor  

+64 275 699307
kent.duffy@ema.co.nz

Ruthi Bommoju 
Solicitor  

+64 275 518 565 
 ruthi.bommoju@ema.co.nz 

Teresa Li
Solicitor

+64  27 257 4879 
teresa.li@ema.co.nz 

Nikki Iuli 
 +64 27 280 2261 

nikki.iuli@ema.co.nz 
Bay of Plenty &  
South Waikato

Tarrin Terry 
+64 27 398 7339 

tarrin.terry@ema.co.nz 
Bay of Plenty &  
South Waikato

Michael Witt 
Senior Solicitor  

+64 274 053359 
michael.witt@ema.co.nz

Beverley Edwards 
Senior Solicitor  
+64 7 839 6223 

beverley.edwards@ema.co.nz 

Julie Hardaker  
Special Counsel 

+64 21 284 8618 
 julie.hardaker@ema.co.nz 

Max McGowan 
+64 27 241 4608

max.mcgowan@ema.co.nz 
Auckland

Peter Elder 
+64 27 271 1384 

peter.elder@ema.co.nz 
Auckland

Russell Drake 
+64 21 686 621 

russell.drake@ema.co.nz 
Waikato

Keith Robinson
+64 27 278 7759

keith.robinson@ema.co.nz
Auckland

Brent Sutton
+64  27 590 5442

brent.sutton@ema.co.nz
Auckland

Geoff Brokenshire
+64 21 595 090

geoff.brokenshire@ema.co.nz
Bay of Plenty & Waikato

Chris Longman 
+64 27 403 1788

chris.longman@ema.co.nz
Bay of Plenty

Sarah Selwood
+64 27 474 4954

sarah.selwood@ema.co.nz
Auckland

Murray Broadbelt
+64 27 4300 113

murray.broadbelt@ema.co.nz
Northland

Clive Thomson 
+64 274 372 808 

clive.thomson@ema.co.nz 
Bay of Plenty  &  
South Waikato

Myriam Heynen 
+64 21 920 414 

myriam.heynen@ema.co.nz 
Auckland

Bruce Lotter 
+64 27 535 1469  

bruce.lotter@ema.co.nz 
Auckland

Jason Tuck
+64 21 992 192

jason.tuck@ema.co.nz

Sean Hanna 
AdviceLine Team Manager

0800 300 362

Samantha Butcher
Employer Advisor

0800 300 362

Sandamali Gunawardena
Employer Advisor

0800 300 362

Kitty Chan
Employer Advisor

0800 300 362

Waren Thomas
Employer Advisor

0800 300 362

Jess Husband
Employer Advisor

0800 300 362

Drew Prescott
Employer Advisor

0800 300 362

Ash Dixon
+64 21 265 909

ash.dixon@ema.co.nz
Auckland/Northland

Brent Torrens
brent.torrens@ema.co.nz

Auckland

Lisa Oakley 
+64 27 573 5483

lisa.oakley@ema.co.nz
Auckland

Bethany Shapherd
Employer Advisor

0800 300 362


